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I.  Introduction 

Concept maps are widely known as graphical tools that facilitate the representation of individual 

cognitive knowledge. It has been demonstrated that concept maps are beneficial for instruction, 

learning, and evaluation [1][2]. The concept map comprises concepts or nodes, connecting or linking 

lines, connecting or linking words, and organized concept maps that can be created by the students or 

directly provided by the instructor [3]. Even though the concept map elements only consist of concepts 

and links, they can capture individual knowledge accurately [2][4]. A learner may benefit from 

concept maps if they want to memorize material meaningfully and develop more casually valuable 

reading comprehension skills. 

In a concept map, ideas are depicted as nodes, and connections between concepts are established 

using linking labels to construct propositions [5]. Propositions could be statements about some real 

object or things in the universe that either happen naturally or are artificially created [6][7]. It provides 

a concept map's logical and meaningful structure by emphasizing how concepts are connected each 

other. The concept map's essential components are propositions, which are the concept map's small 

semantic units. As a result, it might be seen as an essential part of cognitive knowledge [8][9]. The 

proposition represents the declarative knowledge the unit used to shape meaningful information. 

Two basic methods for creating concept maps are closed-ended and open-ended [1][2]. In open-

ended concept map construction, individuals can generate and add their concepts and relationships 

without any predetermined structure or constraints. This approach allows for creativity and flexibility, 

as learners can explore diverse connections and expand the concept map based on their unique 

understanding and insights. On the other hand, closed-ended concept map construction follows a 

predefined structure or template with specific concepts and relationships already provided [10]. This 

style provides a more guided and structured learning experience, focusing on specific concepts and 
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A concept map is a diagram that visualizes the structure of individual cognitive 

knowledge. An approach to creating a concept map structure that allows users to 

contribute concepts and linkages that express their understanding freely is known as 
an "open-ended concept map." It has been demonstrated that an open-ended concept 

map accurately depicts student knowledge structures and reveals student differences. 

However, manually analyzing an open-ended map is difficult, time-consuming, and 

includes many propositions, especially in a big classroom. Educational data mining 
could be used to further process and analyze a collection of concept maps. However, 

many works attempted to employ data mining in order to produce concept maps 

structure from text documents rather than examining the knowledge representation. 

This study aimed to identify hidden students' knowledge representation combination 
patterns using association rules analysis. The dataset used in this study consisted of 

27 open-concept maps created by university students. This study found interesting 

patterns that reveal students' knowledge in understanding the material given by the 

teacher. 
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relationships the instructor or curriculum deems essential. While closed-ended concept maps may be 

more efficient in conveying specific knowledge or following a particular learning objective, open-

ended concept maps foster critical thinking, creativity, and a deeper exploration of the subject matter 

[6]. 

Compared to the closed-ended strategy, the open-ended approach presents more significant 

evaluation challenges. Judging students' open-ended idea maps may involve rubrics and expert 

assessment [11][12]. However, rubrics have their limitations, particularly regarding different open-

ended learners’ concept maps. The rubric takes time and does not allow for a thorough assessment of 

learners' knowledge structure [12]. It is challenging for teachers to identify specific student mental 

model patterns because of the variety of concept maps. The data mining technique is one method that 

could be used to manage and analyze concept maps automatically. 

Data mining, commonly called knowledge discovery in data (KDD), is the systematic exploration 

and analysis of extensive datasets to unveil patterns and extract valuable insights. Data mining is 

synonymous with extracting information from large datasets to discover significant hidden knowledge 

patterns. Unlike text mining which extracts patterns from natural language texts, data mining extracts 

patterns from structured databases [13]. Educational Data Mining (EDM) is a widespread use of data 

mining in education. It has been demonstrated to have numerous advantages. EDM is an emerging 

multidisciplinary field of research that focuses on providing methods for examining data generated in 

an educational context [14][15]. It uses computational approaches to examine educational data in 

studying education topics. EDM focuses on creating tools for examining the special forms of data 

present in educational settings to improve understanding and learning environments. 

Numerous research has previously examined the effects of data mining techniques on maintaining 

concept maps. For instance, a valuable study [16] described a process known as Concept Map Mining 

(CMM) that involves autonomously creating concept maps from a text. CMM is a process for 

automatically or partially creating concept maps from the source text. Another relevant study 

attempted to generate concept maps automatically by utilizing input in text documents and applying 

association rules mining [17]. Still related to making semi-automatic concept maps, a recent study 

offers easy concept map making on English reading materials and shows satisfactory results [18]. 

Instead of reviewing the concept map that the learners created, CMM strives to build a concept map 

that offers reliable information about the student's comprehension. Concept maps from source 

documents could be automatically or partially created using CMM. 

Although several studies on mining concept maps have been carried out, only a few have analyzed 

the knowledge structure. The current study processed open-ended maps structure and examined 

students’ comprehension of study topics using data mining techniques. Previous studies that resemble 

this study have been conducted by Yoo and Cho [12]. They used association analysis and sub-graph 

mining tasks to investigate students’ understanding quickly and accurately. In practice, they provided 
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Furthermore, the student hand-drawn concept maps were digitized and processed using a data 

mining approach. On the other hand, the prior strategy was designed for closed-ended concept maps 

that refer to students' understanding instead of open-ended concept maps. This study investigated the 

application of association rules analysis to uncover crucial hidden information that quickly represents 

students' understanding of a Database topic. 

II.  Method 

In this study, utilizing data mining operations on open-ended (or low-directed) concept maps to 

swiftly determine learners' knowledge is called "mining concept maps." In particular, the concept 

maps data was subjected to the association rules analysis methodology to uncover significant hidden 

information. However, open-ended concept maps created by students could not be as interpreted as 

closed-ended ones, which have provided components to be reconstructed. Figure 1 shows the general 

process required in open-ended concept map mining activities. 
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Fig. 1.  General mining concept maps process 

The association rule is an appropriate data mining operation for assessing the degree of correlation 

between different database variables [19]. By identifying particular patterns, it seeks to find regularity 

in the data. Finding crucial connections between the elements in each transaction is the core task of 

association rules. The relationship may show how strong a rule is inside the group. Depending on the 

characteristics and data requirements, most association rules are solved using a priori algorithms [20]. 

A. Dataset and Preprocessing 

The data source used in this study was a dataset generated from open-ended concept maps created 

by 27 university students. Learning was carried out by utilizing a web-based e-learning system. In 

relational database material, students were asked to demonstrate their comprehension after the teacher 

delivers the lecture material. Furthermore, student concept maps were stored in the database as a 

corpus concept map. The concept map extraction stage produces a dataset of 27 open-ended concept 

maps describing students' knowledge of relational database topics. 

Preprocessing was done before carrying out the main activity, as is typical for data mining activities 

in general. Preparing the data is a crucial phase in the data mining process and a crucial effort. Data 

preparation and form-fitting transformation are both included. The techniques used in the data 

preparation stage are designed to enhance the dataset or data used in the modeling step. In order to 

ensure that the modeling step can produce the best results consistent with expectations, a 

preprocessing approach, cleaning process, and data selection will be carried out at this point. 

The primary objectives of preprocessing include normalizing data, lowering data size, determining 

how the data connect, removing outliers, and extracting features from the data [21]. The preprocessing 

phase was applied to the concept pairings that make up the relationships on the concept maps. It creates 

a useful and effective framework from the unprocessed ideas and propositions data. The set of 

propositions on the concept maps created by the students was first processed during this step. Initial 

processing involves cleaning up the data, tokenization, and reading and analyzing concept maps from 

the data source [22]. 

B. Association Rules Mining 

The stages of association rules mining in this study are shown in Figure 2. Preparation is the initial 

stage in open-ended concept map mining to prepare data for further analysis. Concept recognition 

involves the identification of potential candidates for key ideas in a student's knowledge structure. The 

student's knowledge structure is recognized and retrieved from the relational database system. The 

frequent one itemset method was used to ascertain the emergence of concepts in each student’s 

knowledge. The group's organizational structure was analyzed since the concept is a special 

component in each learner's knowledge. Additionally, the concept identification function results could 

be verified to find out which concepts students understand through the developed knowledge structure. 

The support value for a single itemset X is computed by dividing the count of operations that contain 

X by the total number of operations and is given by the formula Support (X) = PX / P total. 
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Relationships refer to statements explaining how two particular labels relate ideas. During the 

relationship's detection phase, each concept wholly linked to another idea is acknowledged as a sub-

concept map. Association rules or collections of frequently occurring elements illustrate the 

relationships. For instance, the frequent itemset of terms "A – B" shows that there was a close 

connection between the terms "A" and "B" in the learning content. 

 

Fig. 2.  The flow of association rules analysis 

The association rules phase reveals fascinating connections or links among various data points 

[2][23]. It shows characteristics that have a high likelihood of coexisting in a dataset. The primary aim 

of association rules is to discover patterns that demonstrate the simultaneous occurrence of features 

within a database. An association rule is a formula that says X => Y, where X and Y are two sets of 

items. It suggests that database transactions containing X are more likely to have Y [19]. For instance, 

the item sets (a, b) => (c, d) together appear in 5 out of 10 learners' concept maps. Thus, it can be said 

that 50% of the learners have the same understanding of topics (a, b) and (c, d) in the learning 

materials. 

Support and confidence criteria are frequently used to evaluate the validity of association analysis 

results [24][25][26]. The lower the minimum support value, the more items appear in the frequent 

itemset [27][28][29]. A low minimum support value will also increase the frequency of itemset at a 

higher level. Conversely, the higher the minimum support value, the fewer items that appear will have 

an impact. Therefore, improving the recognition of special patterns by raising the support value is 

possible. 

Support is commonly expressed in probability notation as support (X => Y) = P (X Y) for a two-

item set. The equation indicates the frequency of the rule inside transactions. The confidence value 

was further tested using associative rules after receiving a frequent high value. Confidence (X => Y) 

= P (Y | X) is the formula for a directional connection. It displays the proportion of transactions that 

contain both X and Y. This study examined frequent association idea map mining using the Apriori 

method. 

III.  Results and Discussion 

The preparation phase which was carried out on a dataset of 27 open-ended concept maps resulted 
in 505 concepts and 283 propositions. Next, the association rules mining stage begins by uncovering 
the frequent itemset of concepts in class groups consisting of 27 learners. This analysis was based on 
a unique collection of concepts defined by each group member. The goal of this operation was to find 
the concepts in the group that has the highest frequency. The results of the formation of frequent 1-
itemset combinations with a minimum support value of 40% are shown in Table 1. The results of the 
frequent 1-itemset concepts show the ideas most expressed by students in relational database material. 
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Table 1.  Concepts Frequent itemset 

Concepts Frequency Support (%) 

relational database 22 81 

relation 22 81 

attribute 22 81 

tuple 22 81 

domain 21 78 

cardinality 20 74 

two-dimensional table 17 70 

degrees 14 52 

super key 13 48 

row and column 13 48 

candidate key 12 44 

primary key 12 44 

simple 12 44 

term 12 44 

Table 1 explains that the concepts "relational database", "relational", "attribute", and "tuple" are 

the most frequently occurring ideas with a frequency value of 22 (support 81%). This value states that 

as many as 22 learners jointly define these ideas on their concept map. When viewed from the 

substance of the relational database material, these ideas have a close relationship with the topic of 

the material. Nevertheless, further analyses must be conducted to uncover other, more obvious 

association patterns. 

In the open-ended concept map, the concept is an essential element representing an individual's 

original idea. However, concept analysis cannot reveal essential and hidden information on concept 

maps. This condition is very different from the market basket case, which considers terms as 

independent data to be analyzed directly. In the case of concept maps, the appearance of concepts a 

and b in some concept maps does not necessarily indicate them as important terms unless they are 

related. The concept will not have any meaning when it is not associated with other concepts to form 

a proposition. Therefore, an analysis that focuses on the propositions the learners have created is 

required. 

Further investigation was done to identify patterns of frequent relationships that represented 

learners' knowledge of the propositions that have been made. Table 2 lists the relationships with a 

minimum support level of 20%. With the results of the frequent itemset of concepts, the pattern of 

frequent relationships appears to be consistent.  

Relationships "two-dimensional table – row and column" appear 10 times with a support value of 

37%. These results state that some 10 learners define the proposition "two-dimensional table – row 

and column" on their concept map. Referring to the results of the concept frequent itemset, the concept 

of "two-dimensional table" has a frequency value of 17 (support 70%), while "row and column" 

weights 13 (support 48%). This condition confirms that the proposition "two-dimensional table – row 

and column" is formed from concepts often appearing in concept map collections. Thus, the relation 

"two-dimensional table – row and column" became the dominant proposition representing learners' 

understanding of learning materials. 

Table 2.  Relationships frequent itemset 

Relationships Frequency Support (%) 

two-dimensional table -- row and column 10 37 

term -- relation 8 30 

term -- attribute 8 30 

term -- tuple 8 30 

relational database -- profit 7 26 

term -- domain 7 26 

relational database -- term 7 26 

relational key -- super key 6 22 

term -- degrees 6 22 

relational key -- candidate key 6 22 

relational database -- relational key 6 22 
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Further analysis is carried out on the frequent itemset relationships formed by identifying concept 
pairs. This research aims to reveal whether the concept pairs in the proposition are considered concepts 
in the frequent itemset list of concepts with at least 40% support. Table 3 shows the concepts marked 
in bold, indicating that they are in the list of frequent itemset concepts. 

The identification results of Table 3 emphasize again that the propositions formed by learners 
consist of concepts with a high emergence value. Almost all concepts are found in frequent items 
concepts with a minimum support value of 40%, except for the "profit" and "relational key" concepts. 
Even so, the emergence value of the concept of "profit" was 9 times (support 33%) and the concept 
of "relational key" was 10 times (support 37%). 

Table 3.  Relationships frequent itemset 

Relationships 
In concepts frequent itemset 

Concept 1 Concept 2 

two-dimensional table -- row and column yes yes 

term -- relation yes yes 

term -- attribute yes yes 

term -- tuple yes yes 

relational database -- profit yes no 

term -- domain yes yes 

relational database -- term yes yes 

relational key -- super key no yes 

term -- degrees yes yes 

relational key -- candidate key no yes 

relational database -- relational key yes no 

Further analysis is to combine the support and confidence value parameters to get the association 

rules patterns. Table 4 depicts the results of the investigation of the concept association rules by 

applying the minimum support and confidence of 50% and 90%, respectively. The minimum support 

was set at 50% because a lower value would result in more patterns. To obtain fascinating patterns 

with a manageable number of numbers, some researchers advise using a minimum value of 90% 

confidence [30]. Too many patterns make extracting valuable insights into the dataset difficult. 

Table 4.  Concepts association rules 

Association rules Min-Support (%) Min-Confidence (%) 

degrees => domain  50 100 

degrees => relation 50 100 

degrees => attribute 50 100 

degrees => tuple 50 100 

degrees => relational database 50 100 

attribute => tuple 50 96 

tuple => attribute  50 96 

domain => attribute 50 96 

domain => tuple 50 96 

cardinality => domain 50 95 

cardinality => relation 50 95 

cardinality => attribute 50 95 

cardinality => tuple 50 95 

relation => attribute 50 91 

relation => tuple 50 91 

attribute => domain 50 91 

attribute => relation 50 91 

tuple => domain 50 91 

tuple => relation 50 91 

domain => relation 50 91 

The frequent sub-concept maps were examined to see if any new hidden patterns might emerge. 

Frequent sub-concept maps illustrate the link between propositions a and b on idea maps. Further 

analysis was conducted using association rules to find patterns in the propositions formed. Two 

settings were applied to the pattern search for relationships. The first used minimum support of 30% 

and 100% confidence, and the second applied a minimum support of 20% and 90% confidence. This 

processing stage was based on the fact that no relationship patterns were found when the support value 
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was more than 30%. Table 5 shows the results of association rules analysis on propositions with 

relational database material. 

Table 5.  Propositions association rules 

Association rules Min-Support (%) Min-Confidence (%) 

term -- attribute => term -- relation 30 100 

term -- attribute => term -- tuple 30 100 

term -- relation => term -- attribute 30 100 

term -- relation => term -- tuple 30 100 

term -- tuple => term -- relation 30 100 

term -- tuple => term -- attribute 30 100 

profit -- simple => term -- relation 20 90 

profit -- simple => term -- attribute 20 90 

profit -- simple => term -- tuple 20 90 

profit -- simple => term -- domain 20 90 

profit -- simple => term -- degrees 20 90 

term -- attribute => term -- relation 20 90 

term -- attribute => term -- tuple 20 90 

term -- relation => term -- attribute 20 90 

term -- relation => term -- tuple 20 90 

term -- tuple => term -- relation 20 90 

term -- tuple => term -- attribute 20 90 

term -- domain => term -- relation 20 90 

term -- domain => term -- attribute 20 90 

term -- domain => term -- tuple 20 90 

term -- degrees => term -- relation 20 90 

term -- degrees => term -- attribute 20 90 

term -- degrees => term -- tuple 20 90 

term -- degrees => term -- domain 20 90 

term -- cardinality => term -- relation 20 90 

term -- cardinality => term -- attribute 20 90 

term -- cardinality => term -- tuple 20 90 

term -- cardinality => term -- domain 20 90 

Data mining approaches may be useful for revealing hidden information in the context of 

education, in line with prior studies [31]. This study revealed that data mining techniques made it 

possible to determine how well students understood an open-ended concept map construction. In 

particular, teachers might immediately identify recurring ideas, common connections, and 

relationships analysis developed by students through association rules. 

Analysis of association rules applied to a collection of open-ended concept maps reveals new 

concept and proposition formation patterns. Teachers can use the results of these findings to 

understand learners' knowledge in capturing material. Furthermore, teachers gain important insights 

regarding the association of forming concepts and propositions in electronic learning activities using 

concept maps. 

A weight is given for each concept on the concept maps to determine its frequency. Frequent 

itemset of concepts makes it easier for teachers to identify original ideas related to learning materials. 

After exposing the frequent itemset of relationships in the context of the concept map, the teacher 

benefited greatly because it highlighted that relationships are illustrations of propositions on the 

concept map [1][2]. Weight was assigned to each instance of a proposition in the concept map to make 

clear its function. Finally, teachers could record their students' understanding patterns by creating 

association rules. This information is significant because it reveals what they believe after learning 

new information. 

This study also identified several issues that need to be considered to improve the operation of 

association rules. Since the concept map was formed with an open-ended approach, there are possibly 

several terms that have the same meaning but are written differently, for example, "two-dimensional 

table," “2-dimensional table”, and “2D table”. As a result, manual spelling correction was required to 

obtain the correct expression. Additionally, a semantic similarity approach might be suggested to 

produce more accurate results. 
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IV. Conclusion 

The current study uses data mining techniques to uncover hidden data in e-learning built on open-

ended concept maps. The association rule analysis using the Apriori algorithm was used to identify 

the pattern of association knowledge among students studying relational databases. This study 

discovered that data mining methods can potentially interpret sizable collections of open-ended 

concept maps effectively. The analysis's findings showed that forming patterns of association rules 

and frequent item sets for concepts, relationships, and relationships between concepts could reveal the 

learners' level of understanding. Association analysis quickly uncovers valuable insight compared to 

laborious and time-consuming manual processing. The extent to which the students comprehend the 

information the teacher has presented can also be determined using the discovered associative rules. 

Some restrictions on this study should be considered. In order to get more trustworthy results, the 

experiment's use of a relatively small number of concept maps as data sets needed to be expanded. 

Second, the Apriori algorithm, which is typically less effective when dealing with large data sets, was 

used in this study. So, it is possible to test other algorithms like FP-Growth, hash-based, or Generalized 

Rules Induction. Additionally, association rules analysis that merely expresses the percentage of 

proposition combinations was the focus of the current study. Applying other operations, such as 

comparing concept maps made by students and teachers, is fascinating. 
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